
MIDDLE SCHOOL

Unit: Paint/imprint 
Overview: Students will learn how to 
create pop art imprinting and painting of an 
ASL related theme such as a handshape 
or non-manual signal (mouth movement  
expression)

Materials: 11x14” canvas, pencil, black 
permanent marker or acrylic paint: yellow, 
red, blue, black and white, cushioning 
bubble wrap, brush. 

Vocabulary (ASL/English):
Imprint, pop art, Roy Lichtenstein, hand-
shape (HS), non-manual signals (NMS)                 

Element of Art: Primary colors

https://deviacurr.wordpress.com/

 
De -
mation, and liberation
Images/motifs/symbols of the Deaf & Deaf-Blind 
experience
Art, Artivism, Authentic Aesthetics of the Deaf & 
Deaf-Blind experience 

Procedure:
1. 

use of English text such as “POW!”, 
“WHAM!” Discuss how would it be if Roy 
was Deaf, what kind of NMS would he 
use? 

2. Think of handshape (ie: “2” for LOOK!) 
(NMS:LR-LR) and NMS that matches to 
create ASL art. 

3. Sketch design lightly on canvas with a 
pencil. 

4. Apply thick paint and quickly brush one 
color on bubble wrap (cut in certain sizes 
for imprinting the dots). Put canvas face 
down and press onto bubble wrap to im-
print. Let Dry. 

5. Paint, covering some areas, in solid  
colors. Let dry. 

6. Add black outlines with paint marker or 
permanent marker.

Learning Objectives: 
 
At the completion of the unit, the students 
will:
1. 

style.
2. Discuss design elements.
3. 
4. Discuss ASL signs and non-manual 

signals.
5. Create a Lichtenstein-inspired pop 

artwork of an ASL sign or non-manual 
signal.

ASLichtenstein

“CHA!” Ti!any Hoglind
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Resources: 

based artworks and motifs

See Non-Manual Signals video  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=j7X-
ZGO_0kXM

-
tive, resistance, or liberation. Explain why.
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NAEA – The National Visual Arts Standards:

Standard #1 – Understanding and applying me-
dia, techniques, and processes

Standard #3 – Choosing and evaluating a range 
of subject matter, symbols, and ideas

Standard #4 – Understanding the visual arts in 
relation to history and cultures

characteristics and merits of their work and the 
work of others

Assessment Methods:
Use primary colors
Use of dots
Use of ASL/NMS

Formal assessment: (see rubrics under 
Curriculum Resources) 

Differentiation strategies:  
Use construction papers for collage over 
imprinting dots.
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